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Casanova Quinn, interdimensional superspy and assassin, has crash-landed here on Earth„on OUR Earth„with absolutely no
memory of who he is or the things he's done. He works for a man with just as mysterious a past as his own and has found the New
Normal of his life under the name "Quentin Cassaday." That's when the end of the world begins. With nine days to a supposed
apocalypse, Los Angeles simmers in fear as a weird cult readies itself for what comes next...and what comes next runs straight
through Casanova Quinn. By Eisner Award-winning writer MATT FRACTION (SEX CRIMINALS, ODY-C, SATELLITE SAM) and
with art by international superstar FaBIO MOON (Two Brothers, Daytripper), this volume also features exclusive back-up stories
written by Pulitzer Prize-winning novelist MICHAEL CHABON (Telegraph Avenue, The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier and Klay)
and drawn by CASANOVA co-creator GABRIEL Ba (The Umbrella Academy, Two Brothers) that tells the story of the women
tasked with hunting Casanova Quinn down across space and time. Collects CASANOVA: ACEDIA #1-4.
Twin brothers Omar and Yaqub may share the same features, but they could not be more different from one another. And the
possessive love of their mother, Zana, stirs the troubled waters between them even more. After a brutally violent exchange
between the young boys, Yaqub, “the good son,” is sent from his home in Brazil to live with relatives in Lebanon, only to return
five years later as a virtual stranger to the parents who bore him, his tensions with Omar unchanged. Family secrets engage the
reader in this profoundly resonant story about identity, love, loss, deception, and the dissolution of blood ties. Set in the port city of
Manaus on the riverbanks of the Amazon, Two Brothers celebrates the vibrant life and diversity of Brazil. Based on a work by
acclaimed novelist Milton Hatoum, Two Brothers is stunningly reimagined by the award-winning graphic novelists Fábio Moon and
Gabriel Bá. "This work goes far beyond its publicity hook, which is that Eisner award–winning Brazilian twin brothers (Casanova,
Daytripper) have adapted Milton Hatoum’s classic novel about twin brothers to the graphic novel form. Narrated mostly by Nael,
the illegitimate son of one of the brothers, the tale is presented in a nonlinear narrative with multiple flashbacks, as stories within
stories begin to fill in the greater family chronicle spiraling around the twins and their simmering rivalry and hatred. The intricate
secrets and lies at the heart of families are set against a backdrop of almost cinematic cityscapes and vistas. Bá and Moon
present the naturalistic dynamism of Brazil in their art: sweeping, dramatic organic shapes against the sharp angularity of the
people. The stark b&w art crackles to express the subtleties of palpable, barely contained tension between kin, a brutal police
beating, and the erotic electricity of an exotic dance. Bá and Moon bring a cool, confident sharpness to their narrative to reflect the
shades of gray in this powerful family saga." —Publishers Weekly (Starred review) “TWO BROTHERS is a feat of bravura visual
storytelling, a revealing and nuanced work of family portraiture, and a thrilling act of historical re-imagination. It is clearly the work
of two major artists, two master collaborators, operating at the peak of their powers.” —Michael Chabon, The Amazing Adventures
of Kavalier and Clay “I cannot think of a single gift more pure than the gift the twins possess. Gabriel and Fabio give the world
something unique, and precious. It is most amazing to be alive in a time where two creators such as these exist - they give us
another reason to wake up and another way to see the world. Two Brothers, like their other work, is another masterpiece, but so
different in it’s pacing and tone than anything they have done before. I am lucky to share the same planet with them, because they
are kind enough to share their stories with me, and the world.“ —Gerard Way, The Umbrella Academy “This book immediately
jumps onto the list of the most essential graphic novels you will read in your lifetime. Two amazing creators at the top of their
game, telling a story in a way only they can tell it. What a gift. What a treat.” —Brian Michael Bendis. Powers “Moon and Bá have
long been cartoonists of extraordinary skill, and with Two Brothers they have created their masterwork. Their passion for the
comics medium bleeds through in every brushstroke and pen line. This is a stunning book that will touch your heart and leave you
breathless.” —Jeff Lemire, Descender “TWO BROTHERS is a haunting tribute to sibling love, brotherly hatred, and the kinetic
energy when those two forces fuel a family. The deep sense of place, the palpable sorrow of nostalgia, the aura of truth: once
again Ba and Moon bring it like no one else in graphic storytelling. —Mat Johnson, Loving Day “This is an extraordinary work.
Moon and Bá, two men already on top of their game, have rewritten what we thought the game was. The comic book was created
as entertainment. Two Brothers is proof comics can be Art. The wider your eyes get, the more it touches your heart.” —Brian
Azzarello, 100 Bullets "Speaking of brothers that both work in comics: TWO BROTHERS is a visually stunning work that makes
me dizzy with admiration. Attention to detail, the concern with communicating with the reader on emotional terms as well as
intellectual, it is a classic example that artistic chops still matter in the modern comics world. In fact it matters more than ever now.
—Gilbert Hernandez, LOVE & ROCKETS “Moon and Bá have both shot for the stars here... TWO BROTHERS is a striking graphic
novel that allows fans to see a different aspect of two of the very best creators in comics– come and see what flavor of genius the
Brazilian-based brothers have crafted from the work of Milton Hatoum.” —COMICS BEAT “As anyone who’s read The Umbrella
Academy, Casanova, or Daytripper knows, Moon and Bá are two of the most gifted artists in the comics world. Their new graphic
novel, based on the Brazilian novel Dois Irmãos, may be their most ambitious work yet, and the preview art glows. Moon and Bá
are themselves Brazilian twins, so it’s easy to see how they were attracted to the story.” —io9 “Riveting…. Two Brothers is an
earthquake both visually and narratively.... Moon and Bá are in clear control of every element of Two Brothers, bringing to life a
city, history, and compelling story of a family locked in obsession.” —FANBOY COMICS
From the company that introduced American audiences to Brazilian twins Fábio Moon and Gabriel Bá (Daytripper, Pixu) comes
De:Tales, a collection of the twins' breakthrough short stories! After three Eisner Awards and a series of acclaimed projects with
writers Joss Whedon (Sugarshock), Gerard Way (The Umbrella Academy), Mike Mignola (B.P.R.D.: 1947), and Matt Fraction
(Casanova), Moon and Bá are now among the hottest artists in comics. De:Tales is the duo's most personal work to date,
presenting their work separately, together, and in tandemas the twins trade off on the roles of writing and illustrating, share those
roles, or fly solo. Brimming with all the details of human life, their charming tales move from the urban reality of their home in São
Paulo to the magical realism of their Latin American background. Featuring a brand new cover, Moon and Bá's seminal and
soughtafter work is finally back in this handsome hardcover packaging, proving once again that they are a talented pair to watch
out for. * Named by Booklist as one of the 10 best Graphic Novels of the year, Foreword Magazine gave it a silver medal on the
Graphic Novel category of their "Book of the Year" award, and it was nominated for an Eisner Award.
?You’re cordially invited to the wedding of Maximoff Hale & Farrow Keene, and according to Celebrity Crush—the ceremony for
this American prince and his tattooed bodyguard is going to be the event of the century. There will be no wedding crashers.
Including but not limited to: hateful people, rabid fans, nosy paparazzi, and other so-called media. There will be no drama. None
whatsoever. Because when you put three famous families and their hot bodyguards together, nothing will go down. There will be
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no fighting. No brawls, fists flying, verbal slingshots, or rifts that tear into craters. Lovers only! Everything will be perfect. Nothing
will go amiss during the happiest, most anticipated occasion of the year. But then again… They don't call it the Hale Curse for
nothing.
"These 101 stories showcase an America filled with good people who volunteer in their communities, help their neighbors, and
pride themselves on doing the right thing"--Back cover.
You are cordially invited to a party--to die for! This volume of American Vampire collects eight amazing stories set in the world of
American Vampire, with "lost tales," new characters and old favorites. Don't miss these stories brought to you by series creators
Scott Snyder and Rafael Albuquerque, as well as other awesome comics talent like Becky Cloonan (BATMAN), Gabriel Ba and
Fabio Moon (DAYTRIPPER), Jeff Lemire (SWEET TOOTH), Greg Rucka (The Punisher, BATWOMAN), Gail Simone (BATGIRL)
and many more! Also collected here is the stand alone tale of Fan-favorite character Travis Kidd--the vampire hunter who likes to
"bite them back" in AMERICAN VAMPIRE: THE LONG ROAD TO HELL.
Dallas ist nicht nur für Seifenoperfans und TV-Junkies ein ikonischer Name, sondern auch der Schauplatz eines der perfidesten
Verbrechen der Menschheitsgeschichte – der Ermordung des beliebten US-Präsidenten John F. Kennedy. Ein Verbrechen, bei
dem ein Mitglied der Umbrella Academy die Finger im Spiel hatte bzw. haben wird, das ist immer etwas kompliziert bei Zeitreisen.
Gerard Way, Sänger der US-Rockband MY CHEMICAL ROMANCE, und Zeichenstar Gabriel Bá laden zu einer weiteren Tour-deForce mit der ungewöhnlichsten Familie der Comic-Welt ein.
At 21, Bras travels through idyllic rural Brazil with his best friend Jorge, learning more about the local people and customs. But
when Bras meets the incredibly sultry Olinda, suddenly nothing is so certain anymore and life takes an unexpected turn.

"Les mille et une vies d'un aspirant écrivain, et ses mille et une morts. Brás de Oliva Domingos, fils d'un célèbre écrivain brésilien, passe ses
journées à chroniquer les morts de ses contemporains pour le grand quotidien de São Paulo... et ses nuits à rêver que sa vie commence
enfin. Mais remarque-t-on seulement le jour où notre vie commence vraiment ? Cela commence-t-il à 21 ans, lorsque l'on rencontre la fille de
ses rêves ? À 41 ans, à la naissance de son premier enfant ? Ou au crépuscule de sa vie ? Daytripper est l'oeuvre des frères Fábio Moon
(Sugar Shock, BPRD : 1947) et Gabriel Bá (Casanova, Umbrella Academy). Tout au long de ces dix chapitres évoquant tour à tour
l'aventure, la rencontre amoureuse, la mort, l'amitié, la fatalité ou l'innocence, les auteurs nous livrent un récit exceptionnel de sensibilité et
de lucidité sur les rapports qui lient les individus et qui réunissent une famille." [Source : 4e de couv.]
Bras' wife, Ana, gave birth to their son when Bras was 41 years old. However, as one life begins, another ends. And when it comes to his
family getting bigger, why might he not want to welcome all its new members?
“El Eternauta, Daytripper, and Beyond examines the graphic narrative tradition in the two South American countries that have produced the
medium’s most significant and copious output. Argentine graphic narrative emerged in the 1980s, awakened by Héctor Oesterheld’s
groundbreaking 1950s serial El Eternauta. After Oesterheld was “disappeared” under the military dictatorship, El Eternauta became one of
the most important cultural texts of turbulent mid-twentieth-century Argentina. Today its story, set in motion by an extraterrestrial invasion of
Buenos Aires, is read as a parable foretelling the “invasion” of Argentine society by a murderous tyranny. Because of El Eternauta, graphic
narrative became a major platform for the country’s cultural redemocratization. In contrast, Brazil, which returned to democracy in 1985 after
decades of dictatorship, produced considerably less analysis of the period of repression in its graphic narratives. In Brazil, serious graphic
narratives such as Fábio Moon and Gabriel Bá’s Daytripper, which explores issues of modernity, globalization, and cross-cultural identity,
developed only in recent decades, reflecting Brazilian society’s current and ongoing challenges. Besides discussing El Eternauta and
Daytripper, David William Foster utilizes case studies of influential works—such as Alberto Breccia and Juan Sasturain’s Perramus series,
Angélica Freitas and Odyr Bernardi’s Guadalupe, and others—to compare the role of graphic narratives in the cultures of both countries,
highlighting the importance of Argentina and Brazil as anchors of the production of world-class graphic narrative.
A collection of comics illustrated, written, inked, and published by Latinos in the U.S., including both self-published works and mainstream
publications. Over 71 artists are represented; highlights include: Jaime Crespo (b. 1961), known for Tales from the Edge of Hell and
Narcolepsy Dreams; José Cabrera, known for Crying Macho Man; Rafael Navarro (b. 1967), known for Somnambulo and for drawing from
both lucha libre and noir culture; Octavio Rodriguez, whose work is influenced by his career in animation; Crystal Gonzalez, who is based in
San Francisco; John Jota Leaños, professor at UC Santa Cruz and social and media activist; Javier Hernandez (b. 1966), known for his
character El Muerto; Tito na Rua, a street artist based in Rio de Janeiro; Fábio Moon & Gabriel Bá, twins known for their collaboration on
Daytripper. The collection also includes associated ephemera such as zines, posters, postcards, animated DVDs, stickers, pins, and dolls,
some of which came from the Latino Comics Expo.
Bras de Oliva Domingos is an obituary writer with a famous father, a career he hates, and tons of questions. But those questions mean little
when compared to a surprise that segues into an exploration of the meaning of life itself.
Chinese edition of Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Imagine a classroom where students put away their smart phones and enthusiastically participate in learning activities that unleash creativity
and refine critical thinking. Students today live and learn in a transmedia environment that demands multi-modal writing skills and multiple
literacies. This collection brings together 17 new essays on using comics and graphic novels to provide both a learning framework and handson strategies that transform students’ learning experiences through literary forms they respond to.
Casanova is back as you've never seen him before! The Eisner Award winning team of Matt Fraction (INVINCIBLE IRON MAN, UNCANNY XMEN) and Gabriel Bá and Fábio Moon (UMBRELLA ACADEMY, DAYTRIPPER, PIXU) bring their appropriately iconic book to ICON! FULL
SIZE! FULL COLOR! REMASTERED and REBORN! Meet Casanova Quinn, morally flexible and terminally directionless, as he gets
abducted across space and time to infiltrate his own father's E.M.P.I.R.E. of law and order. Featuring an all-new bonus story by Fraction and
Moon. This is the book GQ called "devastatingly geeky-and brilliant." COLLECTING: Casanova: Arc One #1-4
"One of the most memorable things we've read in a long time." - io9 "Beautifully written and utterly gorgeous, DAYTRIPPER completely blew
me away." - Gerard Way (Umbrella Academy, My Chemical Romance) What are the most important days of your life? F-bio Moon and
Gabriel B- answer that question in the critical and commercial hit series that took the industry by storm, winning praise from such comics
veterans as Terry Moore, Craig Thompson and Jeff Smith. Follow aspiring writer Br-s de Oliva Domingos as each chapter of DAYTRIPPER
explores a completely different moment in his life. Moon and B- tell a beautifully lyrical tale chronicling Domingos's entire existence- from his
loves to his deaths and all the possibilities in between. Introduction by Craig Thompson (BLANKETS).
??????????????? ???????????? ???????? Scott McCloud ?? ????????????????????1978?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????
Elainee???????? ? ????????? ? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ??????? ???????????? ????????????? ????????
????????——??????Kurt Vonnegut?????????? ????????????????????????——???????John Updike?????????? ??????????????????——????
?????????????????????——????????Scott McCloud??????? ?????????Ray Bradbury??????O. Henry.???????????——?????Neil Gaiman????
???????????????????????????????——??????Jules Feiffer????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
??????????????????1930?????????????????????——?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????Julian Voloj??
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????55?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????John Repp ??????????????????
????????????????????1940????????????????????The Spirit??????????????????????1978??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????1978????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
What does friendship mean? How far will you go to save a friend from himself? Years after his best friend's disappearance, a 38-year-old
Bras receives a postcard in the mail that propels him on a quest to discover the answers to those very questions.
The Eisner Award-winning Daytripper follows Bras de Olivias Dominguez during different periods in his life, each with the same ending: his
death. Now available in this oversize slipcase Absolute edition, complete with concept designs, scripts and other behind the scenes material!
Daytripper follows the life of one man, Bras de Olivias Dominguez. Every chapter features an important period in Bras' life in exotic Brazil,
and each story ends the same way: with his death. And then, the following story starts up at a different point in his life, oblivious to his death
in the previous story--and ends with him dying again. In every chapter, Bras dies at different moments in his life, as the story follows him
through his entire existence--one filled with possibilities of happiness and sorrow, good and bad, love and loneliness. Each story rediscovers
the many varieties of daily life, in a story about living life to its fullest--because any of us can die at any moment. Collects Daytripper #1-10.
A plane crash irrevocably alters the course of life for Bras de Oliva Domingos, bringing with it loss, discovery and direction, in this latest
installment by the Eisner Award-winning twin brothers Fabio Moon and Gabriel Ba.
The Eisner Award winning DAYTRIPPER follows Bras de Olivias Dominguez during different periods in his life, each with the same ending:
his death. DAYTRIPPER follows the life of one man, Bras de Olivias Dominguez. Every chapter features an important period in Bras' life in
exotic Brazil, and each story ends the same way: with his death. And then, the following story starts up at a different point in his life, oblivious
to his death in the previous story-and then also ends with him dying again. In every chapter, Bras dies at different moments in his life, as the
story follows him through his entire existence-one filled with possibilities of happiness and sorrow, good and bad, love and loneliness. Each
story rediscovers the many varieties of daily life, in a story about living life to its fullest-because any of us can die at any moment.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A vampire-haunted B.P.R.D. agent's quest for revenge turns into a rampage as he pursues a clan of undead and their gorgon-eyed queen.
Hellboy creator Mike Mignola teams up with Gabriel Ba and Fabio Moon (Casanova, Daytripper, Umbrella Academy) for a new chapter in the
hidden history of the B.P.R.D.!
A world-famous author, Bras spends many days out of the year away from his family, separated from his wife and child. But that doesn't stop
a caring husband and loving father from having a big role in his family's daily life.
Mit dem Netflix-Erfolg kommt auch die preisgekrönte Comicserie zurück! Nach hochgelobten, eigenen Projekten kehren Gerard Way (My
Chemical Romance, Doom Patrol) und Gabriel Bá (Two Brothers, Daytripper) endlich mit dem jüngsten Kapitel über die bizarren Schicksale
ihres einstigen Superhelden-Teams zurück. Als die Zahl der Irren mit Superkräften wuchs, die alle Sir Reginald Hargreeves Wunderkinder
bekämpfen wollten, entwickelte er die ultimative Lösung. Doch nun holt die Vergangenheit seine Zöglinge wieder ein.
Three magnificent New York Times bestselling Umbrella Academy graphic novels are collected in one deluxe boxed set featuring an
exclusive, double-sided poster! (Note: there is one box; image shows both sides) The inspiration for the the hit Netflix show!! In an
inexplicable worldwide event, forty-three extraordinary children were spontaneously born by women who'd previously shown no signs of
pregnancy. Millionaire inventor Reginald Hargreeves adopted seven of the children; when asked why, his only explanation was, To save the
world. These seven children form The Umbrella Academy, a dysfunctional family of superheroes with bizarre powers. Nearly a decade after
their first mission, the team disbands, but when Hargreeves unexpectedly dies, these disgruntled siblings reunite just in time to save the world
once again. Collects Umbrella Academy: Apocalypse Suite, Umbrella Academy: Dallas, and Umbrella Academy: Hotel Oblivion. Also includes
an exclusive Umbrella Academy double-sided poster.
A l'occasion de ses 5 ans, Urban Comics publie en novembre 5 albums qui ont marqué son évolution depuis 2012. Ces 5 albums
anniversaire bénéficieront d'un très grand format cartonné, d'un papier de qualité supérieure, d'un ex-libris et de nombreux contenus inédits.
Tirage limité à 2 500 exemplaires. Les mille et une vies d'un aspirant écrivain... et ses mille et une morts. Brás de Oliva Domingos, fils du
célèbre écrivain brésilien, passe ses journées à chroniquer les morts de ses contemporains pour le grand quotidien de Sao Paulo... et ses
nuits à rêver que sa vie commence enfin. Mais remarque-t-on seulement le jour où notre vie débute vraiment ? Serait-ce à 21 ans, lorsque
l'on rencontre la fille de ses rêves ? Ou au crépuscule de sa vie... Contenu : Daytripper Deluxe Edition.
Another year, another life for Bras de Oliva Domingos. If you love something, let it go...but what if it never comes back? And if it does return,
how do you keep it from leaving again? And what if that thing lost is love itself?
"SOUL WITHOUT PITY," Part One Rathraq is back! But who is he, exactly? Once an ancient warrior god, he was resurrected as a swordwielding scarecrow. And now, Rathraq has transformed yet againÑor has he? JOHN ARCUDI and new artist, superstar DAVID RUBeN, give
you the new face of Rathraq and a new direction for the series when the critically acclaimed RUMBLE returns!
The final chapter by the multiple Eisner Award-winning team of Fabio Moon and Gabriel Ba. Everyone dies. It's how we live that matters. But
when do you truly begin living your life? And when does it truly end? For Bras, the answers finally come at the twilight of it all.
Comics and sequential art are increasingly in use in college classrooms. Multimodal, multimedia and often collaborative, the graphic narrative
format has entered all kinds of subject areas and its potential as a teaching tool is still being realized. This collection of new essays presents
best practices for using comics in various educational settings, beginning with the basics. Contributors explain the need for teachers to
embrace graphic novels. Multimodal composition is demonstrated by the use of comics. Strategies are offered for teachers who have
struggled with weak visual literacy skills among students. Student-generated comics are discussed with several examples. The teaching of
postmodern theories and practices through comics is covered. An appendix features assignment sheets so teachers can jump right in with
proven exercises.
When is Casanova Quinn? Everyone's favorite hedonistic rogue double agent turned good guy for E.M.P.I.R.E. vanishes and a search
through time and space breaks out to find him _ while his twin sister Zephyr gets up to all kinds of mayhem to take advantage of his absence
that will culminate in a brazen attack on E.M.P.I.R.E itself- and her own father. At long last, all the covers, all the content, all the comics,
between two gorgeous covers. By MATT FRACTION (SEX CRIMINALS, SATELLITE SAM, Hawkeye) and FABIO MOON (BPRD, Daytripper)
and GABRIEL BA (Umbrella Academy, Daytripper). Collects CASANOVA: GULA #1-4.
Enn is a sixteen-year-old boy who just doesn't understand girls, while his friend Vic seems to have them all figured out. Both teenagers are in
for the shock of their young lives, however, when they crash a local party only to discover that the girls there are far, far more than they
appear! From the Locus Award-winning short story by Neil Gaiman--one of the most celebrated authors of our time-- and adapted in vibrant
ink-and-watercolor illustrations by the Daytripper duo of Gabriel Bá and Fábio Moon, this original hardcover graphic novel is absolutely not to
be missed!
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Considers how comics display our everyday stuff—junk drawers, bookshelves, attics—as a way into understanding how we represent ourselves
now For most of their history, comics were widely understood as disposable—you read them and discarded them, and the pulp paper they
were printed on decomposed over time. Today, comic books have been rebranded as graphic novels—clothbound high-gloss volumes that
can be purchased in bookstores, checked out of libraries, and displayed proudly on bookshelves. They are reviewed by serious critics and
studied in university classrooms. A medium once considered trash has been transformed into a respectable, if not elite, genre. While the
American comics of the past were about hyperbolic battles between good and evil, most of today’s graphic novels focus on everyday
personal experiences. Contemporary culture is awash with stuff. They give vivid expression to a culture preoccupied with the processes of
circulation and appraisal, accumulation and possession. By design, comics encourage the reader to scan the landscape, to pay attention to
the physical objects that fill our lives and constitute our familiar surroundings. Because comics take place in a completely fabricated world,
everything is there intentionally. Comics are stuff; comics tell stories about stuff; and they display stuff. When we use the phrase “and stuff”
in everyday speech, we often mean something vague, something like “etcetera.” In this book, stuff refers not only to physical objects, but
also to the emotions, sentimental attachments, and nostalgic longings that we express—or hold at bay—through our relationships with stuff. In
Comics and Stuff, his first solo authored book in over a decade, pioneering media scholar Henry Jenkins moves through anthropology,
material culture, literary criticism, and art history to resituate comics in the cultural landscape. Through over one hundred full-color
illustrations, using close readings of contemporary graphic novels, Jenkins explores how comics depict stuff and exposes the central role that
stuff plays in how we curate our identities, sustain memory, and make meaning. Comics and Stuff presents an innovative new way of thinking
about comics and graphic novels that will change how we think about our stuff and ourselves.
Casanova Quinn, a decadent thief and black sheep to the most famous family in global super-espionage, gets kidnapped across parallel
dimensions where survival means masquerading as the greatest secret agent the world has ever known...Casanova Quinn. The first volume
of the ultimate in science fiction spy psychedelia collected in an ultra-deluxe oversized edition. At long last, all the covers, all the content, all
the comics, between two gorgeous covers. By MATT FRACTION (SEX CRIMINALS, SATELLITE SAM, Hawkeye), GABRIEL B• (Umbrella
Academy, Daytripper), and F•BIO MOON (Daytripper, BPRD). Collects CASANOVA #1-7 / CASANOVA: LUXURIA #1-4.
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